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Just how wrong can a school lesson go? Cleveland Play House (CPH) shows the underbelly of

extreme political correctness and race relations with the over-the-top new Eric Coble play Fairfield,

running now through May 31, 2015. The centerpiece of CPH’s groundbreaking New Ground Theatre

Festival, Fairfield is not for the easily offended.

Coble’s satire is big and bold, feeling much like a live-action version of the animated TV show, South

Park. Fairfield Elementary school’s motto is “Peace. Love. Respect for all.” It’s an ethnically diverse

public school where everyone gets along, and everyone wants a smooth year. It’s a place where

people celebrate many different beliefs, as long as they keep those beliefs to themselves.

Director Laura Kepley directs this piece unapologetically and unflinchingly, guiding the six actors

through “situations of profanity, derogatory terms, mild violence, innuendo, and frank conversations

on race” (this play is recommended for ages 16 and up).
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At the head of the Fairfield Elementary mix is new principal Angela Wadley (Nedra McClyde), an

African-American woman who wants nothing to do with Black History Month. She states that her

“people” hail from New Jersey, and describes February as a month to learn to “ignore skin color by

pointing it out, then by moving beyond it in March.” She is strict, focused and needing to prove herself

in a new setting.

Coming in as the storm following the calm is new teacher Laurie Kaminski (Crystal Finn). Her energy

and some of her fresh ideas for Black History Month are ambitious and misguided for her first-graders

– an enactment of the play Roots; a Black History Month Spelling Bee featuring words like

Watermelon. Laurie’s role-playing exercise exploring Masters and Slaves is the biggest spark that

ignites the whole blazing kerfuffle of the rest of the play. It’s also where we meet the parents.

Scott Flemmingsen (Brian Sills) and Molly Flemmingsen (Leenya Rideout) are parents to the white

student who makes a paperclip “chain,” whipping his classmate while calling him the “N” word.

Vanessa Stubbs (Marinda Anderson) and Daniel Stubbs (Bjorn DuPaty) are parents to the black

student who was whipped. And into the blender we go…

The reactions of the parents are fascinating, both as pairs and as individuals within those pairs. In

each couple, there is an accuser and a devil’s advocate when discussing what is happening with the

boys. All actors in this production go all the way in their performances and work well as an ensemble,

with good pace and energy.

The show is full of great one-liners and deep thoughts, spanning from “If I hit everyone who was rude

and stupid, there’d be bodies all over the place” and “Break bread, not balls” to “This was an equal

opportunity cluster f**k!” and “We’re not racist, we’re antisocial!”

The teachers talk in “edu-speak,” instead of saying “talking” they “dialogue;” students aren’t in

trouble, they’re experiencing a “lesson moment;” looking to “provide something outside the dominant

ethnic paradigm box” and stating “Let me be non-opaque…” It’s quirky, it’s ridiculous, but it's an

example of how far people will go to appear in control, or to not offend.

What’s appropriate? What’s inappropriate? What social taboos are out of date? Are we better off

today with race relations than we were as a nation back in the 1960s and 1970s? Coble wants you to

ask yourself those questions, and he does it in a very frank, “oh-my-God-did-they-really-just-say...”

manner.

With the piece leading up to a chaotic and cathartic ‘CelebrEthnic Potluck,’ the play will have

audience members wondering if “We Shall Overcome,” or if we’re doomed to fail in our political

correctness. It may also leave many asking, “WTF did I just see?” Don't believe it? Wait until the Black

Panther's speech, or for the moment when the Slave embraces the KKK member.

With plenty of in-your-face bluntness, the words and ideas discussed are valid social questions, but

sometimes pushing the envelope of good taste. Although this type of humorous satire may bring in



more audience members than a heavy drama on the same topic, it still straddles the line of being an

educational commentary and just being offensive. Enter with caution and keep your mind open! Or

rather, with "learning eyes and listening ears!" And don't worry - it's normal to feel guilty when

laughing out loud throughout this production!

In the talk-back following the show, audience members were engaged. They cited the need to

recognize oneself in someone else, the humor of embarrassment being an important tool for learning,

and how the show left all sensitivities triggered. “If you weren’t affected by SOMETHING in this piece,

there’s something wrong,” stated one observant.

Fairfield’s design team hits the mark. There are some great details that stand out Timothy R.

Mackabee (Set Design) gives us a wonderful grade school flash back with wooden square floors,

fluorescent overhead lights, and a scroll-down map on the wall. His couch and desk entrances via the

floor trap door are interesting and even dramatic at points. Jennifer Caprio (Costume Designer) wins

with smartly-dressed cast members, with the women sporting some fabulous high heels and boots.

Brian J. Lilienthal (Lighting Designer) and Broken Chord (Sound Design) round out the classroom

carnival of effects.

CPH offers TalkBacks after each performance as a chance to interact with the cast and CPH Artistic

Staff. Pre-Show Conversations begin 45 minutes prior to the start of each performance.

Fairfield runs in the Outcalt Theatre of the Allen Theatre Complex at Playhouse Square now through

May 31. To order or get more information, call 216-241-6000 or visit clevelandplayhouse.com.
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